
spring core metal colour

grid back heights contrasting thread casual

combination

Cover: puntino fabric in white & black

[lorenza]

With this flexible and extremely casual-stylish model, 

there are no limits to your creativity within your home. 

Live out your creative urge at the highest level of quality 

and create the home that suits you best in every situati-

on. 

Design: Wilhelm Bolinth

 lorenza

www.schillig-blacklabel.de



Armchairs

Sofas

Intermediate elements

Elements with armpart right

M120

sofa , incl. 1 back cushion

163/108/80/43

MH120

sofa tall back cushion , 1 
back cushion w/ roll incl.

163/108/90/43

N140

sofa , 2 back cushions incl.

183/108/80/43

N160

large sofa , 2 back cushions 
incl.

203/108/80/43

N200

large sofa , 2 back cushions 
incl.

245/108/80/43

NH140

sofa tall back cushion , 2 
back cushions w/ roll incl.

183/108/90/43

NH160

large sofa tall back cushion , 
2 back cushions w/ roll incl.

203/108/90/43

NH200

large sofa tall back cushion , 
2 back cushions w/ roll incl.

245/108/90/43

M100K

element without armpart , 
incl. 1 back cushion

101/108/80/43

M120K

large element , incl. 1 back 
cushion

121/108/80/43

N140K

sofa without armpart , 2 
back cushions incl.

141/108/80/43

N160K

large sofa without armpart , 
2 back cushions incl.

161/108/80/43

L50K

intermediate ottoman

53/109/43/0

L100K

intermediate ottoman

103/109/43/0

MH10K

element without armpart 
tall back cushion , 1 back 
cushion w/ roll incl.

101/108/90/43

MH12K

large element tall back 
cushion , 1 back cushion w/ 
roll incl.

121/108/90/43

NH14K

sofa without armpart tall 
back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

141/108/90/43

NH16K

large sofa without armpart 
tall back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

161/108/90/43

M100R

element with armpart , incl. 
1 back cushion

122/108/80/43

M120R

element with armpart , incl. 
1 back cushion

142/108/80/43

N140R

sofa with armpart , 2 back 
cushions incl.

162/108/80/43

N160R

large sofa with armpart , 2 
back cushions incl.

182/108/80/43

N200R

large sofa with armpart , 2 
back cushions incl.

224/108/80/43

MH10R

element with armpart tall 
back cushion , 1 back 
cushion w/ roll incl.

122/108/90/43

MH12R

element with armpart tall 
back cushion , 1 back 
cushion w/ roll incl.

142/108/90/43

NH14R

sofa with armpart tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

162/108/90/43

NH16R

large sofa with armpart tall 
back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

182/108/90/43

NH20R

large sofa with armpart tall 
back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

224/108/90/43

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its 
upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Elements with armpart left

Corner elements

End elements right

M100L

element with armpart , incl. 
1 back cushion

122/108/80/43

M120L

element with armpart , incl. 
1 back cushion

142/108/80/43

N140L

sofa with armpart , 2 back 
cushions incl.

162/108/80/43

N160L

large sofa with armpart , 2 
back cushions incl.

182/108/80/43

N200L

large sofa with armpart , 2 
back cushions incl.

224/108/80/43

MH10L

element with armpart tall 
back cushion , 1 back 
cushion w/ roll incl.

122/108/90/43

MH12L

element with armpart tall 
back cushion , 1 back 
cushion w/ roll incl.

142/108/90/43

NH14L

sofa with armpart tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

162/108/90/43

NH16L

large sofa with armpart tall 
back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

182/108/90/43

NH20L

large sofa with armpart tall 
back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

224/108/90/43

E100R

corner element , incl. 1 back 
cushion

122/108/80/43

EH10R

corner element tall back 
cushion , 1 back cushion w/ 
roll incl.

122/108/90/43

E120R

corner element , incl. 1 back 
cushion

142/108/80/43

EH12R

corner element tall back 
cushion , 1 back cushion w/ 
roll incl.

142/108/90/43

E140R

corner element , 2 back 
cushions incl.

162/108/80/43

EH14R

corner element tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

162/108/90/43

E160R

corner element , 2 back 
cushions incl.

182/108/80/43

EH16R

corner element tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

182/108/90/43

E200R

corner element , 2 back 
cushions incl.

222/108/80/43

EH20R

corner element tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

222/108/90/43

E100L

corner element , incl. 1 back 
cushion

122/108/80/43

EH10L

corner element tall back 
cushion , 1 back cushion w/ 
roll incl.

122/108/90/43

E120L

corner element , incl. 1 back 
cushion

142/108/80/43

EH12L

corner element tall back 
cushion , 1 back cushion w/ 
roll incl.

142/108/90/43

E140L

corner element , 2 back 
cushions incl.

162/108/80/43

EH14L

corner element tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

162/108/90/43

E160L

corner element , 2 back 
cushions incl.

182/108/80/43

EH16L

corner element tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

182/108/90/43

E200L

corner element , 2 back 
cushions incl.

222/108/80/43

EH20L

corner element tall back 
cushion , 2 back cushions 
w/ roll incl.

222/108/90/43

LE100

corner ottoman

103/103/43/0

L50R

end ottoman

56/109/43/0

L100R

end ottoman

106/109/43/0

K120R

one arm chaise , incl. 1 back 
cushion

142/166/80/43

KH12R

one arm chaise tall back 
cushion , 1 back cushion w/ 
roll incl.

142/166/90/43

Y120R

extra deep one arm chaise , 
2 back cushions incl.

148/216/80/43

YH12R

extra wide one arm chaise 
tall back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

148/216/90/43

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its 
upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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End elements left

Pillows & accessories

L50L

end ottoman

56/109/43/0

L100L

end ottoman

106/109/43/0

K120L

one arm chaise , incl. 1 back 
cushion

142/166/80/43

KH12L

one arm chaise tall back 
cushion , 1 back cushion w/ 
roll incl.

142/166/90/43

Y120L

extra wide one arm chaise , 
2 back cushions incl.

148/216/80/43

YH12L

extra wide one arm chaise 
tall back cushion , 2 back 
cushions w/ roll incl.

148/216/90/43

U70

back cushion for 70 cm seat

72/20/44/0

U80

back cushion for 80 cm seat

82/20/44/0

U100

back cushion for 100 cm 
seat

102/20/44/0

U120

back cushion for 120 cm 
seat

122/20/44/0

UR70

back cushion with roll for 
70 cm seat

72/34/54/0

UR80

back cushion with roll for 
80 cm seat

82/34/54/0

UR100

back cushion with roll for 
100 cm seat

102/34/54/0

UR120

back cushion with roll for 
120 cm seat

122/34/54/0

G100

large ottoman

102/102/43/0

UN60.

small pillow

58/7/35/0

Z

base leg

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its 
upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Order information
Combined covers: 
This model can also be supplied in a combination of 
different cover qualities. This is shown at the image 
and at the price list.
Price 1: base and seat 
Price 2: back cushion
Further combination options as special production at 
extra cost: 
Price 1: carcase 
Price 2: seat and back cushions 
Please enquire separately with the manufacturer if 
desired!

Back sides of sofas: 
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
Connecting sides: 
For a surcharge, the connecting sides can be supplied 
in the original cover instead of stretch fabric.
Lose cushions: 
There are loose seat and back cushions with this model 
(except ottomans).
Although the back cushions are loose, they do not 
have to be ordered separately. The back cushions 
are included with the respective article.
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear 
different in fabric and leather versions. For 
manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out of the 
fabric version or replaced with simple seams.
Positioning diagram: 
Please send us a positioning diagram, depending on 
the many different variations available. We have 
marked the connecting sides in red for some elements 
in the type guide.
Base leg Z: 
If elements and sofas with or without an armpart are 
to be attached directly to elements or sofas with or 
without an armpart, a base leg Z is required. The base 
leg must be ordered separately. See price list.
Contrasting thread: 
In some leather colours, this model can be supplied 
with contrasting-coloured thread, at no surcharge. The 
colours as given can be found on the leather wall in 
the studio. Please always specify the contrasting 
thread number or tonal colours will be supplied.
Thread implementation: 
The model is produced in fabric cover with the double 
seam implementation. In leather and with contrasting 
coloured thread it is produced with a pearl double 
seam as standard (especially thick, nicely twisted 
thread).  Alternatively you can choose a cross-stitched 
seam for the leather cover. Please indicate when 
ordering. Please note: a cross stitch special seam is 
not available with fabric cover!
Recommendation: 
We recommend the items from the model range 
[cuscino] and [ottomans]. The [capriccio] armchair 
is also very suitable to this model.
All of the dimensions given are approximate 
dimensions in cm. We reserve the right to make 
changes. Dimensions are given as follows: width/

depth/height/seat height.
Seat depth: approx. 65 cm
Seat depth without back cusion: approx. 83 cm
Armpart width: approx. 21 cm
Armpart height: approx. 64 cm
Loose seat and back cushions: 
Due to loose seat and back cushions measures may 
vary. Measures were taken with oriented seat and 
back cushions.
The cushions change shape during use and must be 
knocked up regularly.
Information on the upholstery structure: 
Chamber cushions filled with a high-quality mix of 
polyester fibres and foam rods have been used in the 
seat and in the back cushions. This can lead to 
depression of the individual chambers, which is a 
typical product characteristic.
Especially loose-fitting upholstery: 
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been 
made especially loose to create a certain visual effect. 
The especially loose-fitting upholstery is characterized 
by an extremely soft surface. When being delivered, 
the cover shows a distinctive wave formation, which 
design- and constructionwise is being desired and can 
get more by usage. It is not a quality defect but a 
model-specific characteristic.
Please note:  
Special designs may be made on some elements in 
return for an extra charge. Please consult us. We 
are happy to make your dreams come true.
Corner elements: 
Please note that the alignment “left/right” is oriented 
at the position of the corner on the corner element.
Oversized articles: 
The articles N200, NH200, N200R/L, NH20R/L, 
E200R/L, EH20R/L are delivered disassembled due to 
their oversize (2x 100 seat/back unit, 2x 100 back 
cushion, 1x 200 seat cushion throughout).
Different height back cushions:[W]Articles with low 
back cushions and articles with high back cushions can 
certainly be combined with each other as desired.

• Structure and cover (order informati-

on)

• Metal colour for legs

• Contrasting thread

• Thread implementation in leather cover 

(pearl double seam or cross stitched 

seam)

• Ottomans

• Positioning diagram

• Pillows

• Accessories

• Base leg Z

Thread implementation
In fabric cover the model is 

produced with a double 

seam. In leather with a pearl 

double seam or a special 

cross stitched seam. See 

order information. A 

contrasting coloured thread 

is also possible with leather cover at no surcharge.

Combined covers
This model can also be 

supplied in combined covers 

and combined cover colours. 

See order information.

Elements with high back 
cushion
Articles with the appendix 

“H” come with a special 

back cushion design. The 

back cushion is about 10 

cms higher than the 

standard back cushions and 

has a sewn-on roll for placing onto the back body.

Metal colours for legs
The leg can be ordered in 

the implementation 

high-gloss chrome or 

powder-coated black. Please 

indicate when ordering.

Special features

Order checklist
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Upholstered furniture frame structure
1. Frame – Beech wood structure

2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs and coil 

spring core incorporated into ergo-PUR-foam

3. Seat upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam and a high quality 

mix of polyester fibres and foam rods, filled in boxes

4. Back suspension – none

5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam and a high quality 

mix of polyester fibres and foam rods, filled in boxes, loose back 

cushions

Legs

metal leg diff. metal 
col.

F 58

Metal colours:  
The leg is available in different metal colours. 
Please indicate when ordering.
Powder-coated: 
The colour M99 black is powder-coated.

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

M20

black

M99

www.schillig-blacklabel.de

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The fami-

ly-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more than 70 years’ experience of 

technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how 

from Germany. The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first 

class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and pro-

tection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for 
the certain knowledge that this is a 
non-hazardous piece of furniture of reliably 
high quality and with an attractive design. 
The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel 
makes sure of this with numerous tests. 
Inspections also safeguard the testing 
system.

The highest European accolade for 
systematic, in-house, environmental 
management. Improvement of 
environmental protection services.



Cover: puntino fabric in white & black

305x427

L 50L - N 140K - E 160L laf - L 100K - K 120R 

corner combination
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 lorenza - living room examples

At this page we indicate possible arrangements of the model to you. Be inspired!


